
Fine Art Insurance  

Exhibition 
For over 150 years, Great American Insurance Company carries a legacy of subject matter expertise and financial 
strength, we have laid a foundation of success that has stood the test of time. Great American has and will 
continue to positively redefine the manner in which it serves and services its collector, museum, corporate,  
gallery, conservator, and artist clients across the globe with a sincere consideration for the way valuable  
objects are insured and cultural patrimony is protected for the generations to come.

The art market has changed significantly in recent years and 
continues to evolve each day. Dealers and Gallerists now operate 
through a variety of arenas, and not just within the confines of 
a traditional brick and mortar space. Pop up exhibitions, online 
platforms and the countless art fairs globally are some of the 
ways in which Gallerists and Dealers are choosing to present 
themselves. Still, even though change is persistent, one thing 
which remains constant is the possibility for a loss.

Shipping art, installing and uninstalling exhibitions, personally 
conveying items, the list goes on - The business of buying and 
selling art presents specific and unique exposures which need 
to be addressed with comprehensive and flexible coverage that 
responds to each unique circumstance.

Organizing an exhibitions program is a complex 

undertaking. We understand the complexities and  

risks associated with this intricate process and our 

policies can be tailored to the requirements of your 

organization. Whether you are a museum curator 

planning a fine art exhibition or a Hall of Fame 

organization hosting an international exhibition of  

hockey memorabilia, our exhibitions policies are 

designed to provide coverage for all kinds of shows.  

Our innovative and comprehensive policy options provide:

• Flexible terms 
• “Wall-to Wall” coverage
• Objects are insured at “agreed value” and exhibitory items at replacement value
• Includes coverage for traveling exhibitions including multi-venue exhibitions
• Policies Available in USD and CAD
• Worldwide* coverage
• Specialized Fine Art claims team
• Access to loss prevention and disaster planning; transportation and handling 

consultation; and collection management services through our network of 
independent service providers.

Contact us

Rebecca Farah Al Lahiq
Underwriting Manager,  
Fine Art Practice – Canada

rallahiq@gaig.com
647.400.6410
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250 Yonge Street, Ste. 2201
Toronto, Ontario, M5B 2L7
GAIG.com

Protecting hundreds of 

niche industries with expert 
insurance solutions.

*Where allowed by US law. Coverage is not available in all states. Great American Insurance Group, 301 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, OH 45202. Coverage is summarized. Refer 
to the actual policy for a full description of applicable terms, conditions, limits and exclusions. In the U.S., policies are underwritten by Great American Insurance Company, 
which is an authorized insurer in all fifty states and the District of Columbia. In Canada, policies are underwritten by Great American Insurance Company – Canadian Branch, 
a foreign insurer authorized to insure risks in all Canadian Provinces and Territories. The Chief Agency of the Canadian Branch of Great American Insurance Company is 
located at Scotia Plaza, Suite 2100, 40 King Street West, Toronto, Ontario M5H 3C2. All insurance products are subject to the limitations and conditions in the applicable 
policy or certificate of insurance in force at the time of purchase or enrolment and applicable legislation. Great American Insurance Company is not responsible for any non-
compliance with the applicable Insurance Act in your province or territory and any applicable marketing guidelines issued by a regulatory authority with jurisdiction. © 2023 
Great American Insurance Company. All rights reserved. 5827-FIC (01/23)




